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A function f(x) E L”O(R”) is a multiplier in L’, f E M, , if the mapping 
u + o, defined for u E C,“O(R”) by v*(x) = f (x) u”(x), can be extended to a 
bounded mapping from L” to LP. (Here “rJ’ denotes the Fourier transform.) 
Let ]I f []M, be the norm of this map. 
For a multi-index 01 = (c+ , *a-, a,) let 
We write 01 < /3 if ‘Y~ < pi , 1 < i < n. D (and a) is called mixed if 01~ = 0 
or 1; i.e., if a < (1, 1, .*a, 1) which is the highest mixed multi-index (of 
order n). 
THEOREM 1 (Mikhlin [l]). Let f (x) and o”f (x) be continuous fm x + 0, 
where P is any mixed derivative, and Zet 
Ilf II = Z’%$ I x /la’ I Pf (4 I < a, (Z over all mixed a). (1) 
THEOREM 2 (Hdrmander [2]). Let f E L* and 
.Z is over all 1 cz j < V, where v is the least integer > n/2. Then f E Mp, 
1 < p < co. (Derivatives in (1) are distribution derivatives). Moreover 
Ilf llMy G c Ilf IIH * 
1 This work was supported in part by grant GP-3940 from the National Science 
Foundation. 
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Theorem 1 was proved by a reduction to Marcinkiewicz multipliers theo- 
rem for Fourier series [3]. Practically, Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 1, 
(and its proof is relatively simpler), but not strictly so-since all derivatives of 
order < v are involved. However, P. Szeptycki [4] noticed that Hiirmander’s 
proof can be modified to yield a strict generalization: only mixed Da of order 
1 (Y / < v are needed. 
We are interested here with another kind of improvement, namely the 
replacement of the factors 1 x 1 loll by XOL = xp *.. ~2. Lizorkin [5] has obtained 
such an improvement of Mikhlin’s result, again by a reduction to Marcin- 
kiewicz paper. However a simple argument indicated below shows the follow- 
ing: If the quoted multipliers theorems are true with 1 x / Ial Df, then they 
are true with tiD=f. 
Suppose first that in the Mikhlin norm (1) we replace I x I D, by xlD, . 
Let 1) f \I1 denote the modified norm. Then ]I II and /I II1 are equivalent norms 
in the class of functions supported in I x / < 2 I x1 j . Consider next the class 
of functions f supported in I x 1 < h I x1 1 . Let ft(x) = f (tx, , x2 , -.-, x,). 
For t large, all ft are supported in I x I < 2 I x1 1 . Now (xlD,) ft = (qD,f), 
and so II ft l/r = II f ]I1 . Also Ij ft ]IM, = /If IIM9 as one easily verifies. Thus we 
obtain II f llMD < C I/f l/i , f supported in ) x I < X I x1 1 , where C is inde- 
pendent of X. 
Now take an even p)(t) E C,“(R) w ic is one for I t I < 1 and zero for h h 
I t / > 2. Consider 
21 x I 
9J xx1 c-1 = %AW> 
A> 1. 
It is supported in 1 x I < h I x1 / and is one for I x 1 < +X 1 X, I . Moreover 
ifj>2 
and by further differentiation we easily obtain that I/ vr,Jx) /II < C. Let 
fA =f * %.A * Then f A is supported in I x ] < X ] xi 1 , fA converges to f 
inS’asX-+ooand 
IlfA IL % Ilf Ill - II YJ1.d II1 < c Ilf Ill - 
Hence by [2] (Lemma 1.5), if IIf II1 < CO then f E M, and /If ll~, < C I/f Ill. 
Now repeat the process, replacing I x I D, by xzD, , then I x I D3 by x3D, 
etc. Evidently the norms II Iii we use become smaller at each step, 
so II pjsl Iii < C and the approximation argument goes through at each step. 
(IJI~,~ is defined as in (3), withj replacing 1.) Finally we get the desired result: 
Ilf HM,, d C Ilf Iln = 2’s~ I flDVll. 
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To obtain l/j I/H of Theorem 2, ( / x I= D”f I2 are averaged over spherical 
shells. The norm obtained by averaging over boxes Ri < xi < 2Ri is bigger. 
Starting with Szeptycki version [4], we get the following result by repeating 
the same argument: 
THEOREM 3. Let j E L* and 
(27’ denotes um ower mixed u). Then j E M, and 11 j IIMp < C (1 j (I*. 
Clearly Sup j ti o”j(x) 1 < 00 for mixed 01, / OL 1 < v is sufficient for (4). 
Notice that a rectangular version of (I), with averages over boxes 
[R, , 2R,] x .a. X [R, ,2RJ is implied by, but does not imply, a sperical 
version. 
The factors fl allow the derivatives of j to have more serious singularities 
near the axes. As an example, consider a function of a single variable 
g(r) E C”(R) d an assume that Dkg, K < v - 1, are bounded while 
P-W (Y) = WI Y 13 Pug) (Y) = ‘WY i-2>, IY I+~. 
We have then: 
THEOREM 4. The junction g(y ( x I-l), (x E P-l, y E R), is in A@, 
l<p<co. 
Because of homogeneity, it suffices to examine the behavior on the unit 
sphere S”-l C Rn, and actually only near x = 0, y = I-t 1. While y-derivation 
is harmless, for x-derivatives we cannot get a better estimate than 
m.dY I x I-Y = O(l 3 l-2’o’h Ixl+Q IcYI <v-l 
and they may fail to be in L2(S”-l) for I 01 I 2 n/4. However 
1 xa DQg(y ] x I-‘) 12 = O(l x p’“) = O(l x I-+2) ELl(Pl), 
for all 1 (Y I < V, as one easily verifies. 
An interesting type of multipliers for which Theorem 4 applies are 
(y 1 x 1-l + i)-u = 1 x I0 (y + i / x I)-O, CJ > 0. These (and similar ones) arise 
in connection with the spaces H OJJ of fractional derivatives [6], Theorem 2 
(even with mixed D and the improvement mentioned in the following remark) 
does not apply if u < 4. 
REMARK. Theorems 3 and 4 can be slightly improved if one uses frac- 
tional v > n/2. Cf. [7] for an improved version of Theorem 2. The fromula- 
tion and the proof are easy to arrive at, but we do not discuss them here. 
In conclusion I wish to thank Professor Pawel Szeptycki for a stimulating 
correspondence concerning this paper. 
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